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In the framework of the Glauber model as implemented in GLISSANDO 2,
we study the fluctuations of flow harmonics in Pb+Pb collisions at the LHC
energy of

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV. The model with wounded nucleons and the

admixture of binary collisions leads to reasonable agreement for the ellip-
ticity and triangularity fluctuations with the experimental data from the
ATLAS, ALICE, and CMS collaborations, verifying the assumption that
the initial eccentricity is approximately proportional to the harmonic flow
of charged particles. While the agreement, in particular at the level of
event-by-event distributions of eccentricities/flow coefficients in not per-
fect, it leads to a fair (at the level of a few percent for all centralities except
the most peripheral collisions) description of the scaled standard deviation
and the F measure which involves the four-particle cumulants. We also
discuss the case of quadrangular flow. Computer scripts that generate our
results from the GLISSANDO 2 simulations are provided.

PACS numbers: 25.75.-q

1. Introduction

Studies of correlations and fluctuations are in the core of the heavy-ion
physics program, as they carry valuable information on the dynamics of the
system in the early and intermediate stages of the collision. In particular,
the azimuthal angle distributions of the produced hadrons have been a sub-
ject of extensive experimental studies at RHIC (see, e.g., [1, 2, 3] and more
recently at the LHC [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].

In this paper we present predictions of the Glauber model of the ini-
tial stage of the heavy-ion reactions for fluctuations of the flow harmonics.
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While many such studies have been presented in the literature (see, e.g., the
references in the recent review in Ref. [9], or the latest works [10, 11, 12,
13, 14, 15]), recently some confusion has been raised by results published in
Ref. [6, 7] claiming, that the Glauber model fails badly for the fluctuations
of flow (cf. Figs. 13-14 from Ref. [7] and Fig. 18 from Ref. [6]). In this
paper we show, that this is not the case, and that the agreement with the
experimental results of Refs. [4, 7, 8] holds at the expected level for a wide
range of centralities. While the agreement is not perfect for the event-by-
event distributions of eccentricities/flow coefficients, showing differences in
the tails of these distributions, the global measures, such as the event-by
event standard deviation or the F measures, are reproduced at a level of a
few percent for all centralities except the most peripheral collisions. So the
basic outcome of our work is that the Glauber model works for the descrip-
tion of the fluctuations of ellipticity and triangularity. It also works, for a
somewhat lesser accuracy, for the quadrangular flow.

The consistency of the Glauber model with the data is important, as
the approach is used as one of the baselines of the early-stage modeling
in numerous analyses, also the experimental ones, where the connection of
centrality to the number of participants is made with the help of Glauber
simulations. We provide computer scripts that generate our results from the
GLISSANDO 2 [16, 17] simulations if the reader wishes to effortlessly repeat
or extend our results.

The formalism used in this paper is described in detail in Ref. [18]. In
particular, all details concerning the statistical methods and the popular
variants of the Glauber models may be found there, so in this paper we
limit the presentation to the minimum.

2. Glauber model

We use GLISSANDO 2 [16, 17] to analyze two variants of the Glauber
model with Monte Carlo simulations:

1. The mixed model, amending wounded nucleons [19] with an admixture
of binary collisions [20, 21, 22, 23] in the proportion α. The successful
fits to particle multiplicities (see Ref. [23]) give α = 0.145 at

√
sNN =

200 GeV. For the LHC energy of
√
sNN = 2.76 TeV we take α = 0.15.

2. Each source from the mixed model may deposit entropy with a certain
distribution of strength. Therefore, we superpose the Gamma distri-
bution over the distribution of sources and label this model. The
choice of this distribution follow from the fact that when folded with
the Poisson distribution for the production of the number of particles
at freeze-out, it yields the popular negative binomial distribution.
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The expression for the initial entropy distribution in the transverse plane is

s(xT ) = const

1− α
2

Nw∑
i=1

wigi(xT ) + α

Nbin∑
j=1

wjgj(xT )

 , (1)

where

gk(xT ) = exp

(
(xT − xT,k)

2

2σ2

)
(2)

describes the smearing of the sources (wounded nucleons or binary collisions)
located at xT,k). The smearing parameter is σ = 0.4 fm [24]. The center of
the binary-collision source is at the mean of the location of the centers of
the colliding nucleons.

The choice of weights wk requires a careful discussion. In our ap-
proach [25] there are two sources of fluctuations: in the early stage, stem-
ming from the statistical nature of the collision process, and in the final
stage, from statistical hadronization. When we are interested in the initial
shape, we should include only fluctuations generated at this stage. With
no weight fluctuations here we simply set wi = 1, and with the Gamma
fluctuations included, wi are generated randomly from the Gamma distri-
bution [16].

When we are interested in the multiplicity fluctuations (as in Sec. 3), we
look at the system in the final phase, therefore we need to overlay the Poisson
distribution from the statistical hadronization. Then wi is generated from
the Poisson distribution in the model with no weight fluctuations in the
Glauber phase, and from the negative binomial distribution in the model
with Gamma fluctuations in that phase.

3. Multiplicity fluctuations in p+Pb collisions

The need for the overlaid distribution comes from the physical fact that
the individual collisions deposit fluctuating amount of energy in the trans-
verse plane. Moreover, such fluctuations are necessary to reproduce the
particle spectrum at very large multiplicities. One may use the multiplicity
distribution measured in the p+Pb collisions [26] to adjust the parameters
of the negative binomial distribution

Nλ,κ(n) =
Γ(n+ κ)λnκκ

Γ(κ)n!(λ+ κ)n+κ
, (3)

where the multiplicity n (= wk) has the mean 〈n〉 = λ and variance σ(n)2 =
λ(1+λ/κ). With λ = 9.3 and σ(n) = 10.3 we obtain the matching displayed
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Fig. 1. Multiplicity distribution in p+Pb collisions, where the CMS data [26] are for

charged tracks with pT > 0.4 GeV and |η| < 2.4, and the lines denote GLISSANDO 2

results for the mixed+Poisson (dashed line) and mixed+NB (solid line) models. We

note that the weight fluctuations in the Glauber phase (generated with the Gamma

distribution) are essential for the agreement of the high-multiplicity tail.

in Fig. 1, where we compare the model result to the CMS data [26]. On
the other hand, the model without the weight fluctuation in the early phase
(labeled mixed+Poisson) in Fig. 1 fails to reproduce the data.

That way we fix the parameters of the overlaid distribution. Corre-
spondingly, in the analysis of the eccentricities in the next sections we use
value of ν = 0.9 in the Gamma distribution

g(w, ν) =
wν−1νν exp(−νw)

Γ(ν)
, w ∈ [0,∞). (4)

which yields 〈w〉 = 1 and σ(w) = 1/
√
ν = 1.054.

The realistic nucleon-nucleon inelastic collision profile for the LHC en-
ergies is taken from Ref. [27]. We use an excluded distance d = 0.9 fm when
generating the nucleon configurations in the nuclei. In the case of mixed+Γ
variant we use the correlated configurations of nucleons in Pb nuclei pro-
vided by [28]. The total inelastic nucleon-nucleon cross section is equal to
64 mb for the investigated Pb+Pb collisions at

√
sNN = 2.76 TeV.
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4. Fluctuations of elliptic and triangular flow

Due to collectivity of the fireball evolution, the azimuthal anisotropy of
hadrons produced in the final state reflects the initial spatial asymmetry
of the fireball in the transverse plane, which is due to geometry [29] and
event-by-event fluctuations [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. The observed particle
distributions are characterized by the harmonic flow coefficients vn, defined
as the Fourier coefficients of the expansion

dN

dφ
=
N

2π

[
1 + 2

∞∑
n=2

vn cos [n(φ−Ψn)]

]
. (5)

(in this paper we use the vn coefficients integrated over the transverse mo-
mentum for symmetric systems and at mid-rapidity).

Analogously, the eccentricity coefficients εn parametrize the shape of the
initial fireball, and are defined in a given event as

εne
inΦn =

∫
dxT s(xT )ρneinφ∫
dxT s(xT )ρn

, (6)

where ρ and φ are the polar coordinates corresponding to xT , and the source
density s(xT ) is given in Eq. (1). The event-plane angles Ψn and Φn are
interesting in their own right [36, 37], but are not important for the analysis
shown in this paper.

It has been argued (see, e.g., Ref. [11, 12, 14, 38]) that to a good accuracy
one has the proportionality (the “shape-flow” transmutation)

vn = κnεn, n = 2, 3, (7)

where the constants κn depend on features of the colliding system (cen-
trality selection, mass numbers, collision energy) and the properties of the
dynamics (viscosity of quark-gluon plasma, initial time of collective evolu-
tion, freeze-out conditions). Yet, when the above-mentioned conditions are
fixed, Eq. (7) holds to sufficient accuracy that allows for model-independent
predictions. Technically, Eq. (7) means that the response of the system to
small shape deformation, for a given class on initial conditions such as cen-
trality selection, is linear. The feature is limited to n = 2, 3, as for higher
harmonics nonlinear effects may be substantial [39].

From Eq. (7) one obtains immediately the relation for the scaled (i.e.,
independent of the mean) quantities

vn
〈vn〉

=
εn
〈εn〉

, n = 2, 3, (8)
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Fig. 2. Distributions of εn/〈εn〉 for the model calculations, compared to the exper-

imental distribution of vn/〈vn〉 from the ATLAS collaboration [6]. Top row: cen-

trality 5−10%, middle row: centrality 20−25%, bottom row: centrality 55−60%.

where 〈.〉 denotes averaging over events in the given class. Equation (8)
means that the event-by-event distributions of the scaled quantities should
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Fig. 3. The scaled event-by-event standard deviation for the eccentricities,

σ(εn)/〈εn〉, and for the harmonic flow coefficients σ(vn)/〈vn〉, plotted as func-

tions of the number of wounded nucleons Nw. The dashed (solid) lines correspond

to our simulation in the mixed (mixed+Γ). The data come from the ATLAS [6]

collaboration.

be equal, i.e., p(vn/〈vn〉) = p(εn/〈εn〉). As seen from Fig. 2, this is indeed
the case to expected accuracy. The agreement with the ATLAS data is not
perfect, especially for the ellipticity case, where the model distribution is
somewhat too wide for the most central events and to narrow for the most
peripheral events. This agrees qualitatively with the results of Refs. [13, 14].

With the approximate equality of the distributions for the scaled quan-
tities, the same feature holds for various statistical moments. Below, we
explore the two-particle and four-particle cumulants moments [40], defined
as

εn{2} = 〈ε22〉1/2,
εn{4} = 2

(
〈ε2n〉2 − 〈ε4n〉

)1/4
. (9)

More specifically, we take the scaled event-by event standard deviation,
σ(εn)/〈εn〉, and the Fn(εn) moments defined as

F (εn) =

√
εn{2}2 − εn{4}2
εn{2}2 + εn{4}2

. (10)

These measures are analogously defined for the flow coefficients vn. Accord-
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shows the outcome of the mixed model. The points show the data from ATLAS [7],
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Fig. 5. Same as in Fig. 4 but for F (v3).

ing to what has been said, one expects the approximate relations

σ(εn)

〈εn〉
' σ(vn)

〈vn〉
, n = 2, 3 (11)
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and

F (εn) ' F (vn), n = 2, 3. (12)

The comparison with the recent LHC data is made in Figs. 3-5, where
we plot the scaled standard deviation and the Fn as functions of the number
of wounded nucleons Nw. We note a very reasonable agreement for suffi-
ciently central collisions (Nw > 100). These results should be juxtaposed to
Figs. 13-14 of Ref. [7] or Fig. 18 from Ref. [6], which show that these papers
report incorrect results from the Glauber simulations. We note that for the
most central events, where only fluctuations contribute to eccentricities, we
have σ(εn)/〈εn〉 →

√
4/π − 1 [18], and F (εn)→ 1. For peripheral collisions

(Nw < 100) the agreement is poorer, calling for improvement.

5. Quadrangular flow

The above analysis was carried out for n = 2 and n = 3, as it has
been claimed in the literature that higher rank flow coefficients are more
complicated due to non-linear effects, incorporating for instance the ε22 con-
tributions in v4, etc. [39]. Nevertheless, we have tested that taking the
relation (7) also for the case n = 4, i.e. v4 = κε4, leads to very reasonable
behavior of the flow fluctuations. The results are shown in Fig. 6, which
are fine for central and semi-central events. On the other hand, taking the
strong nonlinear response v4 = κε22 would lead to substantial disagreement,
with σ(ε2)/〈ε2〉 → 1, high above the data for σ(v4)/〈v4〉. We note that a
small nonlinear admixture in v4 is not excluded, but the bulk contribution
should come from just the linear response to ε4, as suggested by Fig. 6.

6. Conclusions

Our main results are as follows:

1. Glauber model works within expected accuracy for the flow measures
σ(εn)/〈εn〉 and F (vn), for n = 2, 3, but also for n = 4.

2. Our results for ellipticity and triangularity fluctuations agree qualita-
tively with the studies of Ref. [11, 13, 14], but correct the results of
the Glauber simulations presented in Refs. [6, 7].

3. Our results for the investigated measures do not depend strongly on
the details of the Glauber model (overlaid distribution, correlations in
the nuclear distributions, wounding profile, etc.), hence are robust for
the investigation of flow fluctuations.
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Fig. 6. The measures σ(ε4)/〈ε4〉 (top panel) and F (v4) (bottom panel), compared

to the ATLAS data [6] for the corresponding quantities for the quadrangular flow

coefficient v4.
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Appendix A

Running the simulations
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To reproduce the results of the simulations presented in this paper, or to
extend them to other physical cases, the user should download the package
GLISSANDO 2 ver. 2.9 [17] from the web page

http://www.ujk.edu.pl/homepages/mryb/GLISSANDO/

and after unpacking execute (on UNIX systems) the following commands:

make
./glissando2 input/mixed_gamma.dat output/mixed_gamma_01.root
root -b -l -q -x "macro/eps_fluct.C(\"output/mixed_gamma\",1)"

More statistics can be accumulated by running, for instance

./glissando2 input/mixed_gamma.dat output/mixed_gamma_02.root

...

./glissando2 input/mixed_gamma.dat output/mixed_gamma_10.root
root -b -l -q -x "macro/eps_fluct.C(\"output/mixed_gamma\",10)"

The plots are placed in the output directory. The present code has been
checked with ROOT ver. 5.34.
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